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  A capacity for helping people benefit from constructive feedback, both strengths and 
growth areas. 

  A facility in dealing with emotional reactions in a group without becoming defensive 
or acquiescent. 

  An ability to communicate as a speaker to audiences of different sizes. 
  A servant orientation deals appropriately with the power of information.   
  A level of comfort with basic mathematical operations and a willingness to learn 

some simple statistical functions. 
  An ability to intuit patterns and potentials in a situation. 

♥ Enjoy solving puzzles and piecing together clues to arrive at a comprehensive picture
♥ Take pleasure in a process of discovery and being surprised by unexpected results
♥ Love spotting strengths and uncovering potential in people and organizations
♥ Welcome opportunities to help people and organizations identify what has them

stuck so that they can move forward in a purposeful way

The Vital Signs© is similar to a medical CAT scan which requires a skilled interpretation for the person 
to benefit from the results.  Failure to provide a meaningful interpretation will compromise the value 
of the process for church leaders and potentially do more harm than good.  For that reason, 
interpretive consultants are critical to the utility of the Vital Signs report.  We call this training 
CATWALK©. 

As in any work, the people who make the best interpretive consultants are those who possess the 
necessary ability and the motivation to do it well.  The necessary abilities include 

From a motivational standpoint, people who make effective interpretive consultants tend to 

Becoming an effective interpretive consultant is a skill which, like any skill, requires 
intentional development and involves these components: 

• Motivation of the learner
• Opportunities for practice in the training process
• Immediate application
• Spaced repetition
• Feedback

Your CATWALK© training to become an interpretive consultant will involve all these components.


